To achieve accurate and robust face recognition, this paper designs a face recognition algorithm based on optimal feature selection. The algorithm is denoted as GRA-LSSVM, because it integrates grey relational analysis (GRA) with least squares support vector machine (LSSVM). Firstly, the target face image was segmented into several subblocks. Next, the global features of the face were extracted from each subblock by kernel principal component analysis (PCA). After that, the GRA algorithm was introduced to determine the features that contribute greatly to face recognition. These features were integrated into an eigenvector. Finally, a face classifier by the LSSVM based on the "one-to-many" principle, and simulated with multiple face databases. The simulation shows the GRA-LSSVM derived the optimal feature subset for face recognition, and thus outperformed other face recognition algorithms in accuracy and speed. The research provides an effective and advanced method for face recognition.
INTRODUCTION
Among many biology identification technologies, the human face features contactless, uniqueness and low responses to environmental. As the most commonly used pattern recognition method, face recognition has quite broad practical application value in the fields of video monitoring and identity authentication. In practices, the features mainly describe the classes of faces, and such description constrains how well the face recognition effects are. For this purpose, it is the focus of current study on how to select the optimal face features to establish the face recognition algorithm [1] [2] [3] .
There are local and global features on the face. Among them, the local features also include texture, LBP, color, etc. [4] [5] [6] , which are used to depict the facial details; while the global features are used to portray overall information of face, for instance, the principal component analysis (PCA), the kernel PCA, etc., can extract facial features. Both global or local features can only describe partial face and capture fragments of face information, so that it is impossible for them to fully characterize the facial information [7] [8] [9] . To eliminate the restriction of single local or global features, some scholars have proposed a face recognition algorithm based on combined features, which extracts and combines both local features and global features from the face, enables a higher face recognition rate than that based on single local features or global features [10] . However, these algorithms merely combine local or global features, resulting in the surge of the face features, increased computational complexity of face recognition, and poor timeliness of face recognition; while the combination of multiple features interfere with each other to a certain extent, increases the feature redundancy, and sometimes the face recognition precision gets worse. For this purpose, some scholars have proposed that the robust PCA merges local and global features to reduce the number of face recognition features. However, this method is easy to undermine the relationship between features, and the extracted features may be poorly interpretable [11] [12] [13] . Grey relational analysis (GRA) is an algorithm used for analyzing the relationship between variables. It enables to describe the relationship between variables, fuse and extract facial features, and pick out features important for face recognition, while filtering out those features useless or unimportant for face recognition, so that it can improve the face recognition rate [14] . In the face recognition modeling process, the face classifier is also very important to play a key effect on the face recognition precision. Support Vector Machine (SVM), as the most commonly used face recognition classification algorithm, has quite redundant training time that affects face recognition efficiency. The least square support vector machine (LSSVM) improves the standard SVM to streamline and expedite the training process, and provides a new classifier for face recognition [15] .
To fill the gaps of the current face recognition algorithms to improve the face recognition effect, a face recognition algorithm based on optimal feature selection (GRA-LSSVM) is designed and tested with the standard face databases for its availability and superiority.
FRAMEWORK OF FAVE RECOGNITION ALHORITHM BASED ON OPTIMAL FEATURE SELECTION
The face recognition algorithm based on optimal feature selection works in the following principle: first, denoise the face image, that is, obviate the interference of noise in the extraction of subsequent features. Then separately extract the local and global features from the face, and select those features that contribute the most to the face recognition results with the GRA algorithm. These features make up appropriate eigenvectors. Lastly, the least squares SVM is used to establish the classifier for face recognition based on the "one-to-many" principle, as shown in Figure 1 . 
DESIGN OF FACE RECOGNITION ALORITHM

Denoise face image
When collecting the face images, subject to illumination, operator technology, and acquisition equipment, the original faces available are inevitably interfered in the form of noise. For this, it is better to eliminate these interferences among extracted facial features, namely, by the face denoising process. A Gabor filter is sued to denoise the face. The Gabor filter with vector μ and scale v can be described as:
where, z=(x,y) represents the pixel position of the face; ku,v represents the working frequency of the Gabor filter on the vector (μ,v); δ represents the bandwidth of the Gabor filter.
A number of Gabor filters are combined in series for face denoising operations. Then these filter coefficients can be expressed as:
Extract facial features
(1) Local features. In the face recognition process, local features are rather important, and mainly used to describe the nose, the eyes and other organs of the face.
Figure 2. Principle of face local feature extraction
There is a total of M classes of faces, a total of N face images, each face image has W1×W 2 pixels. They make up a set of faces: Train=(x1,x2,…,xN)W1W2×N, then the local features of the face may be extracted by the following steps:
Step1: divide each face image evenly to get L sub-images.
Step 2: Extract the features of each subblock, and the subblock' features in the same position constitute a feature subset, then it is possible to create L feature subsets: train 1 , train 2 , …, train l . The specific principle is shown in Figure 2 . (2) Global features. The KPCA is used to extract the global features of the face, assume the set of the face samples is X={x1, x2, …, xm}, then the following covariance matrix can be established:
where, ϕ represents the mapping, and 1 ( ) 0 on c r can be described as
The principal component of ϕ(x) is projected to generate a new eigenvector: g(x)=[g1(x),g2(x),⋯,gl(x)] T , and the dot product operation can be implemented with K1(xi,x)=⟨ϕ(xi),ϕ(x)⟩, then:
The global features of face are extracted by the following way:
Step1: extract the features of the set of face samples by the KPCA to generate the projection matrix Wpca.
Step2: For all faces, the global eigenvectors of face recognition will be available based on Wpca projection: trainx=(x1,x2,…,xN)k2×N.
Select the optimal features by the GRA algorithm
(1) Assume the sequence composed of the sets of face features is Xi=(xi(1), xi (2) , ⋯, xi(n)), i=1, 2, ⋯, m.
(2) Dimensionless processing is performed on Xi=(xi(1), xi (2) , ⋯, xi(n)), i=1, 2, ⋯, m, after the initial value is available, select a set of reference objects X0'=(x0'(1), x0'(2),⋯, x0'(n)), i=1, 2, ⋯, m, and make up a sequence in relation to other sequences.
( (4) Calculate the grey relational coefficient ri(k).
where, ξ is resolution coefficient, k=1, 2, ⋯, n; i=1, 2, ⋯, m.
(5) Based on relational coefficient and weight, the gray comprehensive relationship degree is available, as shown below:
where, wi represents the weight. The GRA algorithm is used to estimate the relationship degree between the two features, eliminate redundant features to obtain the subset of optimal features.
Create the face classifier
Assume the set of samples for face recognition is (xi, yi), i=1, 2, …, n, where xi represents the face features; yi represents the types of faces, then such a functional expression can be available:
Based on the principle of structural risk minimization, we can obtain The classification function of the LSSVM is established based on the radial basis function, as follows:
where, σ is the width of radial basis function.
Since the face recognition is a multi-classification problem, and the LSSVM aims at two classification problems, the face classifier is established in the "one-to-many" form, as shown in Figure 3 . 
Test object
To analyze the face recognition effect based on the GRA-LSSVM, the MATLAB 2014A is used as the test environment and the current 4 classic face databases as test objects. Figure 4 (c); (4) the PIE face database contains the faces of 65 people, each has 21 faces subject to illumination and expression changes. Some faces are shown in Figure 4(d) . The normalization operation is performed on all faces to turn their size into 192×l68. The training and test samples are about 3:1, and the face recognition rate is:
where, Nright is the number of faces correctly recognized; Ntest is the total number of faces.
Test results and analysis
Selecting local features and LSSVM face recognition algorithm (LSSVM1), global features and LSSVM face recognition algorithm (LSSVM2), simple features and LSSVM face recognition algorithm (LSSVM3), a test is conducted for compare them, see Table 1 for average face recognition rates and the recognition time durations.
Comparing the test results of Table 2 , it is concluded that: (1) With single local features or global features, the face recognition algorithm has the minimum recognition rate. It means that its false recognition rate is very high, so that it is impossible to correctly identify all faces since single features can only be partial features difficult to portray face class. However, face recognition with single features can consume short time on average, and the calculation complexity is higher. Due to low recognition rate, it cannot be applied to the actual environment.
(2) Compared with single local feature or global feature face recognition algorithm, the face recognition effect of LSSVM3 gets improved in that it reduces the false recognition rate. This is because the simple combination features can describe face class from multiple angles, and a better face recognition model is created to improve the face recognition precision. However, it greatly extends the face recognition time at a low face recognition efficiency, failing to reach the face recognition real-time performance highly required. In view of these defects, it has little application value in practices.
(3) Unlike the above face recognition algorithms, the GRA-LSSVM greatly improves the face recognition rate; reduces the average face recognition time to be significantly less than the simple combination recognition algorithm, optimizes the face recognition efficiency, because the GRA algorithm enables active merge on the facial features to extract better ones, filters out useless and redundant features. A better face classifier is established to realize the higher application value.
CONCLUSION
In order to improve face recognition rate, a GRA-LSSVMbased face recognition algorithm is proposed for feature selection in the face recognition process. First, the face is denoised and the local and global features are extracted from face. Next, the GRA algorithm can be used to select the optimal features and reduce the face calculation complexity, then the classifier is created for face recognition using the LSSVM, which conduct the simulation test with multiple face data. The results show that GRA-LSSVM-based face recognition rate has been greatly improved, and the face recognition time is less than that consumed by some combination feature algorithms. Face recognition has strong timeliness and will have a broad application prospect.
